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1. Introduction 
In this paper we give a 'pure operator approach' to the strong Hamburger moment problem 
(SHMP): 
Given a moment sequence (c n) n ~ z of real numbers, find necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a nonnegative measure /x defined on the Borel sets of the real line and with 
infinite support, such that 
fn M/x(dX) = cn for all n ~ 7]. 
This problem was solved by Jones et al. [3] using orthogonal Laurent polynomials and Helly's 
selection theorems. The solution was given in terms of positivity of certain Hankel determinants. 
In our approach we work in a separable Hilbert space 9f" with inner product {-, • ). In 
Section 2 we use an extension theorem for symmetric operators to obtain a self-adjoint operator 
which in some way generates the moments and we use spectral theory for self-adjoint operators 
to solve the SHMP. Section 3 contains two examples of two-point Pad6 approximants to a 
moment generating function ~ for the sequence (cn) n ~ ~,. These approximants are obtained by 
projection methods in ~ which use orthogonal projections on finite dimensional subspaces. In 
Section 4 we consider two special cases of the SHMP. In the first case we have in fact a 'strong 
Hausdorff moment problem'; it arises from the SHMP if in addition we require that the solution 
/~ has a bounded support. This moment problem corresponds to the possibility of finding a 
suitable bounded self-adjoint operator in ~.  If such an operator exists then the two-point Pad~ 
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approximants of Section 3 converge to ¢ in a neighbourhood f 0. The second case concerns the 
strong Stieltjes moment problem (SSMP), arising from the SHMP by the additional requirement 
that the support of / ,  is contained in the interval [0, oc). See [4]. The SSMP corresponds to 
finding a positive definite self adjoint operator in ~,~ which generates the moments. 
In this paper we assume that (e , ) ,~ z is an orthonormal (Schauder) basis for Y .  If T is a 
linear operator in ~ then its domain, its range and its spectrum are denoted as N(T), ~(T)  
and o(T)  respectively. The o-field of the Borel sets of the real line is written as N'. Hankel 
determinants are denoted as usual. If (c,), ~ z is a sequence of real numbers, then 
H(o p) = 1 and H (p) = q+l  
p~T] ,  q=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
Cp Cp+ 1 • • • Cp+ q 
Cp+l Cp+2 " . . Cp+q+ 1 
Cp+q Cp+q+ 1 • • • Cp+2q 
2. Solving the SHMP 
In order to solve the SHMP we first prove the following theorem which plays a central role in 
this paper. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (c , ) ,~ z be a sequence of real numbers with c o = 1. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) There exists a one-to-one self-adjoint linear operator T in Y such that (T'eo) . ~ z is a linear 
independent sequence with dense linear hull in 9f" and (T'eo,  %) = c, for all n ~ 7l. 
(b) H2(p2p+2) > 0 and H2(pZp+2) >0, p= 1 ,2 , . . . .  
Proof. (b) ~ (a). We first define inductively a sequence (u,),, ~ z in ~ such that 
span{u p,U p+a, . . . ,Up}=span{e_p ,e_p+l , . . . ,ep} ,  p=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1.1) 
span{u p,U p+l , . . . ,Up+l}=span{e_p ,e_p+a, . . . ,ep+l} ,  p=O,  1,2, . . .  (1.2) 
= Cp+q, p,q  ~ 2v. (1.3) 
and 
(Up ,  Uq)  
Choose u o = c o. 
Let p ~ IN and suppose that U_p+l , . . .  , Up_ 1 have been chosen accordingly to (1.1), (1.2) and 
(1.3). Then let Up = yp + apep where ap 
lOOp 12 = H(2p2P+ 2)/H2(;_2{ +2) 
and 
-1  
,p 
satisfies 
C_2p+2 • . .  C 0 C 1 . 
C O • . . C2p_ 2 C2p-1  
U_p+ 1 • • • Up_ 1 0 
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Then clearly 
(Up, Uk> -= {yp, Uk> = Cp+k, k = -p  + 1, . . . ,  p - 1, 
since ep _L U_p+l,..., Up_ 1. For the same reason we also have 
C_2p+2 • . .  C O 
-1  
II yp II 2 = u , ,>  = 
SO 
C0 ° . . 
¢1 ' ' '  
-1  
**2p-1 
<up, = Ily l12 + I%12 
Next, let U_p = y_p + a_pe_p where 
lot_ et 2 = LI(-2p)/LI'(-2p+2) **2p+l /**2p 
and 
y_p - 
-1  
S2( ;2p  2) 
~-C2p. 
0 H_p+ a 
C-2p+1 C-2p+2 
C O C a 
° ° ,  
° ° °  
C1 
C2p-2 C2p-1 
c2p_ a 0 
: C2p-- I Olp I 2 , 
Up 
C 1 
CI p " 
Then we get 
{U_p, uk)=C_p+ k, k=-p , . . . ,p .  
Now the linear operator A in ~ff defined on the dense set N(A)  = span{ u n }n ~ z by Au~ = Un+a, 
n ~ Z, is clearly symmetric. Moreover ~(A)  = AN(A)  = span{ u, }, ~ z is dense in Y and A is 
one-to-one. 
In order to prove that A has a self-adjoint extension we put a 0 = 1 and we define the mapping 
C: J~--eJ{' by 
c E , kek= £ 
k~Z k~Z 
Then C(x +y)  = Cx + Cy, C(hx)  =hCx,  {Cx, Cy) = {y, x)  for all x, y ~ and h E C and 
C z = I, hence C is a conjugation. It is easily shown by mathematical induction that Cuk = uk, 
k ~ 7/. This implies AC = CA, hence by [1, XII.4.18], A has equal defect indices, and thus by 
[1, XII.4.13], A has a self-adjoint extension T. From 
{y~N(A*) :  A 'y=0} =~(A)  ±= {0} 
we see that A* is one-to-one. Since A c T = T* c A* it follows that also T is one-to-one. By the 
above construction it is obvious that (T"eo),~z is a linearly independent sequence with dense 
linear hull in Y and that { T~eo, e o) = c,, n ~ Z. 
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(a) =* (b). Let u, 
Gram determinant we get 
C2p 
H(zp)  = 
q+l  
C2p+q 
= Tneo, n ~ Z. Then, since (Un)n~ z is linearly independent and H (2p) is a q+l  
C2p+q <Up~ Up> 
<Up+q, Up> C2p+2q 
for all p ~ Z and q = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  This implies (b). [] 
<gp~ Up+q> 
gp+q, Up+q> 
>0,  
Remark 2.1. En passant it has been proved above that (b) implies that H (2p) > 0, p ~ Z, q+l  
q=0,  1, 2 , . . . .  
Remark 2.2. It is obvious that if both T and T' are operators as in (a), for the same sequence 
(c,) ,  ~ z, then T and T' are unitarily equivalent. 
we have the determinants 
• . .  C 1 
• " " C2p- 1 ' 
" ' "  Up 
p~N. 
Remark 2.3. For apep and a_pep 
C-2p+2 
1 
OLpCp-- h(_2p+2)  C0 
" "2p-1  
U-p+1 
C p+l  
C 0 " '"  , 
U_p " '"  Up I 
g(2; 2p+ 2) Ol _ p e _ p -~ 
In the remaining part of this section we discuss some additional properties of the operator T 
as in Theorem 2.1. 
Let E be the resolution of the identity for T, defined as in [1, XII.2.4]. Then E is the unique 
regular countably additive self-adjoint spectral measure on the field of the Borel sets in C which 
vanishes on C \o (T )  such that 
~(T)= {x~ff  : f~(r)X2(E(dX)x, > < ° @ 
and 
Tx=,~lim f~ XE(dX)x fo ra l lxEN(T) .  
Proposition 2.1. E( (0) )  = 0. 
Proof. If E({0}) 4= 0, then there is x ~X such that E({0))x = x ~ 0. But then 
rx ; .  lim  f"  XE(dX)x = _ .~  lim f"°XE(dX)E({O))x = O. _ 
This is a contradiction since T is one-to-one. [] 
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Theorem 2.2. The measure tz defined by/z(8) = (E(8)eo, eo) for 3 ~ ~ is a solution of the SHMP. 
Proof. If f(?~) = X k, ?~ ~ R \ {0}, k ~ 71, then f is E-almost everywhere defined and f (T )  = T k. 
Thus by [1, XII.2.6] we have since e o e ~(T  k) for all k ~ Z: 
fRxkbt(dX ) = fRX~( E(dX )eo, eo) = (Tkeo, eo) = ck, k e Z. 
In order to prove that bt has infinite support we first show that the supports of E and/~ coincide. 
Let 8 ~ B. If E(8) = 0 then obviously/~(8) = 0. Conversely, if /z(8) = 0, then II E(8)eo ][ 2 = 
(E(8)eo, e0) =/z(6) = 0 so E(i~)e o = 0. By [1, XII.2.7(d)] we have TkE(8) D E(6)T k, k ~71. 
This implies E(i~)Tkeo = TkE(a)eo = O, k ~ 7/, and it follows that E(6) = 0. If the support of/z 
were finite, then o(T) would be finite. This is impossible as T does not satisfy a nontfivial 
polynomial equation p(T)= 0 since (Tkeo)k~Z is linearly independent. Hence bt has infinite 
support. [] 
Remark 2.4. The fact that in the preceeding proof T k = f(T)  is not obvious for negative values of 
k if we base ourselves only on [1]. However, in that case, it is not difficult to prove this fact for 
negative k since T is a closed operator in ~,~. 
Proposition 2.2. T has simple spectrum with generating element eo, i.e. span{E((a, fl])eo: 
a, fl ~ ~ } is dense in ~.  
Proof. Let y ~Y  such that (E((a, fi])e o, y) = 0 for all a, fi ~ R. Then (E(6)eo, y) = 0 for 
every 6 ~ ~ by the regularity of E, hence 
(T% o, y)=fRXk(E(dX)eo,  y)=0,  k~Z.  
This implies y = 0. [] 
Remark 2.5. Let ~ be the measure defined by/~(3) = (E(3)e o, eo) for 3 ~ ~ and let L2(/z) be 
the Hilbert space of (equivalence lasses) of/~-measurable functions f for which 
f~[f(X) ]2#(dX) < oo. 
Then, since T has simple spectrum with generating element e o it follows that ~: L2(/.t) --* 3(f 
given by ¢bf=f(T)e o, f~  Lz(/Z), is an isometric isomorphism of L2(/~ ) onto ~ such that for 
the multiplication operator M in L2(/~ ) we have T = ~bM~b -1. As (T%0) k ~ z has dense linear 
hull in ~ the problem of finding an operator T as in (a) is equivalent to the problem of finding 
a solution/~ to the SHMP such that the Laurent polynomials form a dense subspace of L2(/~ ). 
Remark 2.6. The symmetric operator A occurring in the proof of Theorem 2.1 has deficiency 
indices (0, 0) and the only self-adjoint extension of A is its closure X and A= A* [1, XII.4.13]. 
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3. Some two-point Pad6 approximants 
Given a linear operator T in $ f  satisfying (a) of Theorem 2.1 there are, just as in [2], several 
projection methods yielding two-point Pad6 approximants to the moment generating function 
(formal sense) 
t o0 oo n ~__0 c ~'" at O, 
C --n - ~ _.~" at ~ .  
n=] 
We give only two examples using orthogonal projections. 
Let ~= span{ U_p+l,..., Up_i} and let F: o~g '~ be the orthogonal projection onto q/. Let 
Tp = FTF .  Then by Remark 2.3, 
up-Fup=apep=p(1)_ l ( r )u_p+ 1 
where 
Clearly 
and 
p(1)  ( / - ]  _ 
2p-1\~1 H(-2p+2) 2p-1  
C_2p+2 • . .  C 1 
C O • . . C2p_ 1 
1 . . .  ~- ,2p -  1 
= bo~'2p -1  -4- bl~-2p -2  q- . . . +b2p_2~ q- b2p_ 1. 
rpku_p+l = U_p+k+l, k = 0, 1, . . . ,2p - 2, 
rp2p-lu_p+ 
This implies 
p2(1) {T )U_p+I p- lk- 'p  
hence, 
and 
= rpUp_ 1 = Fup. 
= .~'°)(T)u_p+12p + rp2P-lu-p+l- rap-lu-p+l 
= Up - Fup + Fup - Up = O, 
TpP2(~) l (Tp)=0 on all of 9~. (3.1) 
As the restriction 7~p of Tp to ~ is bounded and Tp = 0 on ~"  we have for u ~ ¢g and v ~ ~#" 
Ll (u+v), 2 2< L2 2 = ^ iluli2`< Tp I lu+v l l  2, 
so Tp is bounded. Since Tp has finite dimensional range, it follows that Tp is compact. This 
P2(~_ 1 (Tp)x = 0 for all x ~ ~' 
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implies that ( I -  fTp)-1 is an operator valued meromorphic function such that for some 3 > 0 
we have 
oo 
( I -~Tp)  -~= Y'~ ~Tp k as [~'1 <3. 
k=0 
From (3.1) it follows that 
borp2p+k+blrp2p+k-l+...+b2p_2rpk+2+b2p_lrpk+l=O , k :0 ,  1, 2,. . . ,  
hence, for I 'l small, 
~2p-1p(21)l(~-l)( l-~rp)-1 ( bo -[- bl~-[- "'" + b2p-l~2p-1)( I-[- ~'rp + ~*2Tp2 -[-.. .  ) 
boI + 
(boT p + blI)~ + 
(borp 2p-1 --~ .. .  -.]-b2p_2rp.q- b2p_l[)~ 2p-1. 
With Bj=boTpJ + . . .  +bj_aTp + bjI, j - -0 , . . . ,2p -  1, this gives for [~'[ small 
= ~ ~'2p-1 (3.2) ( I - ~'Tp )-1 B0 -+- ~'B1 -1- -1- ~" 2p-i n 
Both sides of (3.2) are meromorphic, so (3.2) holds for ~" ~ C \ {poles). As Tp is self-adjoint it 
follows that (Tp:uo, u0) = cj, j = 0 .... ,2p - 2. Using Up - apep = rue = TpUe_l we also get 
(Tp2p-luo, Uo) = C2p-1. Hence 
(T/uo, Uo) =Cj, j=O, . . . ,2p -  l. 
This gives 
(Bjuo, Uo)=Qbo+ ""  +cobj, j=0 , . . . ,2p -1 ,  (3.3) 
while (Bap_lUo, Uo)=0 since Bap_1 = P(1LI(Tp) and P2(l~_l(Tp)u0 = 0 by (3.1). Furthermore, 
P(2~p~_~(T)u_p+l = apep and apep J_ ql imply 
0 = Cp+jb 0q- ' ' "  q-C_p+j+lb2p_l,  j = -p  + 1,.. . ,  p - 1. (3.4) 
From (3.3), (3.4) and (B2p_lUo,  Uo) --= 0 we conclude that for ~" ~ C \{poles} 
( ( I -  ~rp)-Xuo, u0)= ~2p-1/~(1) (~-,; 4,) 
is the (2p - 2)/(2p - 1) two-point Pad6 approximant to 4, determined by 
4,(if)_ 1'~2P -1\~'j~(1)/'~-. 4,)= [O(~"-2p+l)' ~ ~ O0. 
In a similar way, using the orthogonal projection G: ~0--+ Jg onto ~= span{ U_p+l,... , Up } and 
the linear operator Sp: iF--+ H defined by Sp = GTG we obtain the (2p - 1)/2p two-point Pad6 
approximant R (2): r. 2pt~, 4') to 4, with 
{ O(~"2p+2 ), ~" + 0, 
4,(~)-  R(2)/~"2p\~, 4,)= O(~.,_2p+1), ~..___) OQ. 
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Indeed, it can be shown that 
( (1 -~Sp) - luo ,  Uo) =R(2)[l''2p~,~, ~)  ~eC\ (po les ) .  
The denominator of this approximant is ~'2PP (2) 1/-- 1), where 2p k~ 
C 2p+2 • . .  C 2 
1 
C 1 • . .  C2p+1 
1 . . .  ~'2p 
Remark 3.1. The polynomials P(1)_ 1 and /2(2)have only^real zeros. It is easily verified that 
P~)_ a(~)= det(~'I- ~)  and p2(2~(() = det(~I - S~) where Tp and Sp are the restrictions of Tp to 
and of Sp to ~ respectively. It is clear that Tp and Sp are self-adjoint. 
4. Two special cases 
In this final section we consider the following two special cases. 
Case 1. There exists a bounded operator T as in (a) of Theorem 2.1. 
Case 2. There is a positive definite operator T as in (a) of Theorem 2.1. 
Case 1 
In this case we are dealing with a moment problem that could be called a 'strong Hausdorff 
moment problem'. Easy calculations with quadratic forms give the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent for any sequence ( c.). ~ z of real numbers with c o = 1. 
(a) There exists a bounded one-to-one self-adjoint operator T with II T II < ~0 in ~ such that 
(Tneo)n ~ z is linearly independent with dense linear hull in ~ and 
(Tneo, eo)=C,,  n~Z.  
(b) H(p  2p+2) > 0, H(;  2p+2)_ > 0 for all p ~ [~ and for IT[ > T O we have "2p,p(2)(~') 4= 0 and 
P2(1~+ 1(T) 4: 0, p=0,  1, 2 , . . . .  
The proof of this theorem is omitted. It is based on the fact that 
IITIl<~,Vx~O(-TIIxllZ<(Tx, x)<~llxll 2) as T=T*  
Remark 4.1. If E is the resolution of the identity for T as in Theorem 4.1(a), then/~ defined by 
1~(8) = (E(8)eo, e0) for every Borel set 8 in R, solves the corresponding 'strong Hausdorff 
moment problem' on [-To, To] since the spectrum o(T) of T is contained in [ -T  o, To]. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  T is an operator in ~ as in (a) of Theorem 4.1, then 
(a) ~,=0v'°° c,3 ~'" converges as I~1 < [I T I[-1 
R(2)( • (b) limp__.ooR(21p)_l(~'; d~) = limp ~ ~ 2p,~, ~) = ~(~') as 1~1 < [IT II-a 
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Proof. (a) follows directly from lim sup~ _. oo [ c, 11/~ ~ IIT ll- 
(b) Let Fp: Jd~Y be the orthogonal projection onto 
span(u_p+l,. . . ,Up_l} and Tp=FpTFp, p=l ,2 , . . . .  
Then clearly l imp~Fpx = x and limp~o~Tpx = Tx for all x ~ .  From ]l Tp II -< II T II we get 
that (I-~'Tp) -1 exists as If[ < [ITII -~ and that [[(I-~'Tp)-I[I ~< 1 / (1 - l i f t  IITII) as Iffl 
II T II-1. 
Now the identity 
( I - f rp ) - l - ( I - f r ) -~=f ( I - f rp ) - l ( rp  - -1, 
I~l~<llrl1-1, p=l ,2 , . . . ,  
implies 
I~'l (Tp- T ) ( I - fT ) - l x  --,0 ( I - fTp) - lx -  I - fT ) - l x  ~< 1- I f f l l lT I I  
as p --+ m, for all x ~ Jg  and I~'1 < 11 r II-1. By the results of Section 3 this gives 
lim R (1) [?" qb) = dp(~') as I~'l < [IT l[-1 2p- l \b ,  
p--~ oo 
In the same way one proves 
lim ~(2)(~.; ~)=c)(~') as [~'[ ~< IlZl1-1 [] ""2p 
p--+ oo 
Case 2 
We recall that a symmetric operator A is positive definite if x ~(A) ,  x ~ 0 implies 
(Ax, x) > O. 
The case of a positive definite operator T as in Theorem 2.1(a) corresponds to the strong 
Stieltjes moment problem. This moment problem is posed and solved by Jones et al. [4]. 
Using the well known fact that every semi-bounded symmetric operator with dense domain 
has a semi-bounded self-adjoint extension with the same bound, cf. [1, XII.5.2.], the next 
theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 4.3. I f  (cn)n~ z is a sequence of real numbers with Co= 1, then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) There exists a positive definite self-adjoint operator T in ~ such that (Tneo)~Ez is linearly 
independent with dense linear hull in ~ and 
(T'eo, %)=c, ,  nE7/. 
(b) Hz(~-zP+2~>0, HZ(p_Zp+2)>0, Hz(p_ZP+3)>0, H2(~-zP+1~>0, p=1,2 , . . . .  
We omit the proof. 
Remark 4.2. If E is decomposition of the identity for an operator T as in Theorem 4.3(a) and/~ 
is given by F(8)= (E(6)e o, e0) for every Borel set 8 in R, then /~ is a solution to the 
corresponding strong Stieltjes moment problem, since in this case the spectrum o(T) of T is 
contained in the real interval [0, a¢). 
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Remark 4.3. If T is as in (a) of Theorem 4.3 then it is easily verified that Hq (2p+l) 2> 0 for all 
p c 7/ and q ~ N, so (b) of Theorem 4.3 implies H(q p~ > 0 for all p ~ 7/ and q ~ N, (cf. Remark 
2.1). 
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